Mail View

In the “Mail View” visualization, we tried to focus on creating a visualization where we can see from which users we send/receive emails often based on the categories of work, friend, family, etc, which we haven’t decided yet. The user who is using this visualization will be the center circle in this virtual space. Each category will be divided by the line so that the other users whom he/she send/receives the email to us will be placed on the 4 divided sections.

Each small circle around the center circle represents the other users whom we send or receives email. Based on the number of emails we receive and send, the other users will be closer to the main circle or far away from the circle.

Moreover, we also color the small circle based on if we received the email more than that we send, then the color will be green. Or if we send more email compared to what we receive, the other circle will be colored into sky blue. If the amounts of email that we sent and received are similar to the other user, then that user circle will be colored into yellow. We haven’t decided the circle size yet.